Designer’s Notes
The d88 Mission Systems is an adaptation of the 20x20 Infinity Mission System designed by
Data Sphere forum user Prophet_of_Doom. This adaptation of the 20x20 Infinity Mission
System is meant as homage to Prophet_of_Doom’s contributions to the Infinity community.
It is my hopes that the d88 Mission System will add a rich Mission System to Marvel Universe
Miniature Game.
The d88 mission system is meant to facilitate fast pick-up games but can very well be used for
tournament games. It is a flexible system which allows players to use any Team Level size and
play on any table they want to. There are 8 Primary Missions that when combined with one of
the 8 Secondary provide the potential for 64 unique Missions for the Marvel Universe Miniature
Game.
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Rules
There is a primary and a secondary mission in every game. Missions may be chosen or
rolled for. Every mission can be played at any army point size.
The d88 Mission System uses all the rules found in the rulebook.
The following glossary serves to clarify some terms.
Accessible: Objective markers must always be placed so that a model can get in base to base
contact with it. They may not be placed inside buildings.
Active: Active means a model is in a normal state and thus able to act.
Sequence of Play
1. Set up table just as normal.
None of the scenarios requires a specific set up of terrain.
2. Pick or roll for primary and secondary missions.
Roll a d8 twice and consult the tables below. Alternatively, simply decide which mission you
want to play.
3. Set up objective markers if the scenario instructs you to.
In many scenarios, objective markers need to be set up before the initiative is determined. Follow
the instructions of the mission.
4. Players choose Team lists.
5. The deployment zone is always 6 inches from any table edge just as normal unless specified
otherwise in the scenario description.
6. Play the game as normal.
The game length is 5 rounds, depending on the mission played. The game ends earlier when no
player can achieve any more victory points (VP).
7. Determine Winner.
Victory Points (VP) are always determined at the end of the game. In every mission, you can get
up to 7 VP from the primary mission and up to 3 VP from the secondary mission. The total VP
achievable thus is 10. The winner is the player with more VP.

Mission Tables

Roll a d8 for a Primary Mission and a d8 for a Secondary Mission
Primary Mission Table
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Access Supplies
Set the Antennas
Secure that Building!
Data Retrieval
Night of the Technovore
Sentinel Down
Investigate Alien Artifact
Civil War
Secondary Mission Table

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Survive
Assassinate
Recover Technology
Take out the Big Guns
Demolitions
Espionage
One for the Papers
Framed

Primary Missions
Mission #1
Access Supplies
After S.H.I.E.L.D is ambushed the Heroes scramble to gain access to supplies they desperately
need.
Deployment: Before determining Initiative, 4 Supply boxes or 30mm Objective Markers (OM)
are divided between the players. Roll off to determine who will place the first Supply Box (OM).
The player that places the first boxes will consider these boxes Ammunition Crates.
The other player’s boxes will be considered Medical Supplies.
Place the Supply Crates (OM) 12 inches from the deployment zone table edge and 8 inches from
the table side.
Roll a d8 for each of the Supply Crates (OM) that you placed and consult the table below to
determine the final resting location of each Supply Crate (OM).
1-2 Move the Supply Crate (OM) d8 inches towards your Deployment Zone.
3-4 Move the Supply Crate (OM) d8 inches to your left.
5-6 Move the Supply Crate (OM) d8 inches to your right.
7-8 Move the Supply Crate (OM) d8 inches towards your opponents Deployment Zone.
Note: The Supply Crates (OM) should be considered unmovable and indestructible once they are
placed in their final location.
Game Length: 5 Rounds
Ammunition Crates: Any Hero in base to base contact with a secured Ammunition Crate may
spend 1 POW and pass a Willpower roll to gain the following effect:
 Hero gains a Free Overload to one Power of their choice until the end of the Round.
Medical Supplies: Any Hero in base to base contact with a secured Medical Supplies may spend
1 POW and pass a Willpower roll to gain the following effect:
 Hero immediately Heals 3 damage on their Endurance bar.
Securing Supply Crates (OM): In order to interact with a Supply Crate (OM) or score Victory
Points at the end of the game the player must secure the Supply Crate (OM). A Supply Crate
(OM) counts as being secured by a player if only Friendly active models are in Base to Base
contact with a Supply Crate (OM).
KO’d and models removed from play as Casualties cannot secure a Supply Crate (OM).
Victory Points
+1 VP for every Supply Crate (OM) you have secured at the end of the game.
+1 VP for securing both Ammunition Crates at the end of the game.
+1 VP for securing both Medical Supplies at the end of the game.
+1 VP if your opponent has not secured any Supply Crates (OM) at the end of the game.
7 VP maximum

Mission #2
Set the Antennas
Communication with the Team has been compromised; the Heroes have to set up short range
Antennas before things get bad…
Mission Details: All Antenna Markers (OM) have 1 STR and a Defense 12 vs all types of
attacks
1. Place Antenna Markers or 30mm Objective Markers (OM) on the highest points of the
gaming table.
2. Prevent your opponent from placing Antenna Markers (OM) on the highest points of the
table.
3. Have more Antenna (OM) placed than your opponent at the end of the Game.
Mission Special Rules:
Place or Remove Antenna: Any Hero not currently engaged with an enemy Hero can spend 1
POW and pass a Willpower roll to place or remove an Antenna Marker (OM) in base to base
contact with itself.
Opposing Antenna Markers (OM) can be deployed on the same Terrain Feature as long as they
are more than 1 inch apart from each other and not over lapping in the case of Objective
Markers.
Only one Friendly Antenna Marker (OM) can be deployed per Terrain Feature.
Victory Points
+1 VP for every Antenna you’ve deployed. 4 VP Max
+1 VP for having more Antennas deployed than your Opponent.
+2 VP if your Opponent does not have any Antenna deployed at the end of game.
7 VP Maximum

Mission #3
Secure that Building!
Your Team has to secure that building against all odds!
Mission Setup: Place a Terrain Feature to represent a building with a minimum size of 4”x4” in
the center of the Table.
Hero Deployment Zone: Up to 6 inches along their table edge.
Game Length: 5 Rounds
Victory Points
At the end of Round 2 and every Round that follows during the Clean Up phase score +1 VP if
you have more active Models within 3 inches of the Terrain Feature. (Add up each Teams Level
and compare the difference.) Maximum of 4 VP.
+1 VP if you have a Team Level higher than your Opponent at the end of the game.
+1 VP if your Opponent has no active Heroes with 3 inches of the Terrain Feature at the end of
the game.
+1 VP if you have a Hero with the Skill: Leadership on the Terrain Feature at the end of the
game.
7 VP Maximum

Mission #4
Data Retrieval
Seriously Tony, again?
Table Setup: Set up Terrain as normal, then place 4 Data Terminals or 30mm Objective
Markers (OM) 12 inches from the Deployment Zone table edge and 8 inches from the Table
sides. And place one Data Terminal in the Center of the table.
Mission Details and Special Rules:
Retrieve Data: Heroes in base to base contact with a Data Terminal (OM) without an Enemy
Hero also in base to base contact with the Data Terminal (OM) can spend 1 POW and make a
Willpower roll to use the Data Terminal (OM).
Each Data Terminal (OM) can only be successfully accessed by either Hero Team once per
Game.
Game Length: 5 Rounds
Victory Points
+1 VP per Data Terminal accessed successfully (4 VP max)
+1 VP if more of your Team is active than your Opponents. (Compare Skill levels)
+1 VP if your Opponent was unable to access a Data Terminal
+1 VP in you have more Skill level worth of Heroes completely in your Opponents half of the
board.
7 VP Maximum

Primary Mission #5
Night of the Technovore
Insert witty fluffy here. But there is nothing witty to say about a Technovore hell bent on killing
everyone and everything your care for.
Mission Rules: Night Fighting: All Hero Models count as having Stealth for the first 2 Rounds
of the game.
Game Length: 5 Rounds
Mission Details:
At the end of each Round during the Final Phase must pass an Endurance test with Modifiers
applied based on their location to the Technovore.


Round 1: All Hero Models inside their 6 inch Deployment Zone must pass an
Endurance test or take 4 Damage and immediately enter KO’d.



Round 2-5: Same conditions as Round 1 with the addition of: at 6-12 inches from each
Deployment Zone all Heroes must pass an Endurance test or suffer 2 Damage.
Victory Points

+4 VP if more than half of your starting Team is still active. (Add skill Levels and compare.)
+1 VP if you did not lose a Hero to the Technovore.
+1 VP if your Opponents Team Leader was removed from game as a Casualty or KO’d at the
end of the Game.
+1 VP if your Opponents remaining Team is completely on their half of the Game Board.
7 VP maximum

Primary Mission #6
Sentinel Down
Reports of a Sentinel MKII crashing in the Downtown area have caused scavengers to come out
of the wood works to collect debris from the crash sites.
Deployment Details: Before Initiative is determined, divide 4 Crashed Sentinel Markers or
30mm Objective Markers (OM) between the players. Roll off to determine who places the first 4
Crashed Sentinel Marker (OM).
The Crashed Sentinel Markers (OM) have to be placed within 8 inches of the Center Line of the
gaming table and at least 4 inches away from each other. Each 4 Crashed Sentinel Marker (OM)
has to be easily accessible to each Hero.
Game Length: 5 Rounds
Mission Details and Special: Picking up Debris: Any Hero in base to base contact with a
Crashed Sentinel Marker (OM) and no other Enemy Hero in base to base contact with the
Crashed Sentinel Marker (OM) may spend 1 POW and make a Stamina roll to try and collect the
Crashed Sentinel Marker (OM).
If the Stamina roll is successful place the Crashed Sentinel Marker (OM) in base contact with the
Hero. The Crashed Sentinel Marker (OM) will move with the Hero as long as the Hero is still
active.
Each Hero can only carry one Crashed Sentinel Marker (OM) at a time.
If a Hero with a Crashed Sentinel Marker (OM) is KO’d or removed as a Casualty; leave the
Crashed Sentinel Marker (OM) where it is on the table ready to be picked up by another Hero.
Victory Points
+1 VP for every Crashed Sentinel Marker (OM) in your Heroes possession at the end of game.
+1 VP if you have more Crashed Sentinel Markers (OM) than your Opponent at the of game.
+1 VP for every 2 Crashed Sentinel Markers (OM) in your possession at the end of game.
7 VP Maximum

Primary Mission #7
Investigate the Alien Artifact
We’re not sure what it is, or if it is safe. We must investigate it immediately.
Deployment Details: Before Hero deployment place a 30mm Objective Marker (OM) in the
center of the table where it will be accessible to all the Heroes. This Objective Marker will
represent the Alien Artifact and counts as Unmovable and Indestructible.
Game Length: 5 Rounds
Mission Objectives: Investigate the Alien Artifact (OM). To Investigate the Alien Artifact a
Hero must spend 1 POW and pass a Willpower roll while in base to base contact with the Alien
Artifact (OM).
If a Hero fails an Investigate roll, that Hero cannot try to Investigate the Alien Artifact (OM) for
the rest of the Round.
The Alien Artifact (OM) can only be successfully investigated ONCE PER HERO
The Alien Artifact (OM) can only be successfully Investigated ONCE PER TURN.
Each time the Alien Artifact (OM) is successfully Investigated roll a d8 and consult the
following chart.
1-2 Deal 3 Damage to all Heroes within ((6)).
3-4 All Heroes within ((3)) must pass a Willpower roll or cannot move until the end of turn.
5-6 Heal all Heroes with ((6)) 3 Wounds.
7-8 Teleport! Place all Heroes with ((6)) 2d8 inches directly away from the Alien Artifact (OM).
Victory Points
+1 VP for every successful time a Hero Investigated the Alien Artifact (OM) MAX +4 VP
+1 VP for having Investigated the Alien Artifact (OM) more times than your opponent
+1 VP if your Opponent did not Investigate the Alien Artifact (OM)
+1 VP if the Friendly Hero that first Investigated the Alien Artifact (OM) on your Team is not
KO’d or removed from the game as a casualty at the end of the game.
7 VP Maximum

Primary Mission #8
Civil War
Sometimes Heroes just can’t see eye to eye. This is one of those times.
Deployment: The Deployment Zone is extended to 12 inches along each player’s table edge
instead of the usual 6 inches.
Game Length: 5 Rounds
Mission Objective: This represents the Heroes calling upon all their friends to back them up on
the field of battle.
Victory Points
+1 VP for each opposing Hero incapacitated at the end of game Max 4VP
+1 VP for incapacitating more Enemy Heroes than your Opponent.
+2 VP for Incapacitating the Highest Power Level Hero in your Opponents Team/
Calculate and compare total Hero levels in opponents half of the board
+2 VP for having more Levels of Heroes in your opponents Deployment Zone.
+1 VP for having more Levels of Heroes in your opponents half of the Board.
7 VP Maximum

Secondary Missions
#1 Survive
Your Team, No. Your family is in trouble and it’s your job to make sure they make it home alive.
+3 VP if all of your Team is Active and not KO’d or removed as a Casualty at the end of the
game.
+2 VP if more than half of your Team is Active and not KO’d or removed as a Casualty at the
end of the game.
+1 VP if less than half of your Team is Active and not KO’d or removed as a Casualty at the end
of the game.
3 VP Maximum
#2 Assassination
Killing is a Heroes first option. Sometimes though…
A Team must have a Hero with either Leadership or Perfect Plan to score VP’s with this
Secondary Mission.
Secretly select one of your opponents Heroes with either the Leadership or Perfect Plan skill.
+1 VP if the selected Hero is in the Red but still active at the end of the game.
+2 VP if the selected Hero is KO’d at the end of the game.
+3 VP if the selected Hero was removed from play by the end of the game.
3 VP Maximum
#3 Recover Technology
There is valuable Tech out there. Recover it!
Place a 30mm Technology Objective Marker in the center of the table where it will be easily
accessible by all the Heroes. Then place a 30mm Technology Objective Marker 6 inches to either
side of the original marker along the center line of the table.
+1 VP for each Technology Objective Marker secured at the end of the game. To secure a
Technology Objective Marker a Hero must be in base to base with the Technology Objective
Marker and no other Enemy Heroes in base to base.
3 VP Maximum
#4 Take out the Big Guns
The biggest threat the enemy throws at you has to be neutralized.
Select three Heroes on the opposing Team with the Highest Levels of the Team.
+1 VP for each selected Hero that was removed from play as a casualty or KO’d at the end of the
game.
3 VP Maximum

Secondary Missions
#5 Demolitions
Bring down that building!
Secretly note a Building or Terrain Feature completely in their Opponents half of the game
board.
+1 VP if the Building or Terrain Feature is damaged or destroyed at the end of the game.
+2 VP if the Building or Terrain Feature is destroyed by the end of Turn 4.
3 VP Maximum
#6 Espionage
The Heroes need Intel on their enemy!
The Heroes need to gain Intel on their Enemies Territory.
Espionage: The Hero spends 1 POW and passes a Willpower roll to place a 30mm Espionage
marker in base to base contact with the Hero performing the action. Each 30mm Espionage
maker has to be 6 inches or more away from each other. This action can only be performed when
a Hero is completely in his Opponents Deployment Zone.
+1 VP for each 30mm Espionage marker placed.
3 VP Maximum
#7 One for the Papers!
Whoa, The Daily Bugle is paying top dollar for a good picture of the Heroes in action.
Say Cheese: A Hero must spend 2 POW and pass a Willpower roll to take a picture of enemy
Heroes. Place a 30mm Picture marker in base to base contact with the enemy Hero. Only one
marker per Hero can placed using Say Cheese.
+1 VP for each picture taken.
3 VP Maximum
#8 Framed
It’s time to frame the enemy Heroes. It isn’t going to be pretty. Any volunteers?
Secretly select a friendly Hero who has a Level of 4 to 6. Then secretly select an enemy Hero
who has a Level of 4 to 6.
+1 VP if your selected Friendly Hero was damaged first by the selected Enemy Hero.
+2 VP if the selected Friendly Hero was removed as a casualty or KO’d by a higher level enemy
Hero at the end of the game.
3 VP Maximum

